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Patrick Caddeau
ln the last major Oο ″グcommentary cOmpiled in the Edo period,Gο ″
`π
οπOga施″ 秒∂―
s力αたz (1854-61),the poet,author and scholar Hagiwara Hiromichi(1815-63)sums up
the silnilarities surrounding the stories of YOgao,the frail beauty pursued by Genji in
his youth,and Ukifune,the tragic figure who occupies center stage in the final chap―
ters of the tale. By emphasizing the connection readers so often make between the two
characters Hironlichi attempts to persuade readers of the relevance of his own interpre‐
tive strategy in appreciating the text.l He begins by highlighting silnilar details
between Yagao and ukifune to illustrate their underlying structural relationship.
These details a1low hiln to establish that they are parallel characters when viewed from
the perspective of the larger structure of the story This parallel structure makes the
story of YOgao's demise resonate even more profoundly when it is revisited in the




YOgao had no one to rely on. Ukifune, too, was faced with the absence of
anything tO depend upon. Thus we can consider them to be a pair according to
the structural principle of parallel characters lsλ διαづ] Furthermore,the`certain
estate'(nanigashi no in)[where Yagao is taken by Genji]and the house at Uli
[Where Ukifune is hidden by Kaoru]are parallel settings.2 0n the one hand
Yagao is caught between two characters:Genii and TO no chij6. On the other,
Ukifune is caught between two characters: Kaoru and Niou  ln terms of the
tiining,Yagao is taken by Genii frOm GojO on the fifteenth night of the eighth
month {which is inauspicious according to the lunar calendar}while ukifune is
l  An earlier draft of this paper was presented at a symposium on Tみ ゛ταtt QF Gttj spOnsOred
by Stanford Univesity(2卜 26 Apri1 2003). I wish to thank my discussant at the symposium,
Thomas Harper,for his helpful comments and suggestions
2  Genji takes YOgao to the Nanigashi estate(Nanigashi no ln)in the“ YOgao''chapter NKBZS
l:233;Tyler 64.Kaoru takes Ukifune to Uji in the“ Azumaya"chapter:NKBZS 6:86;Tyler
1002
(1)152
taken by Kaoru from the house in Sani6 on the evening of thirteenth of the
ninth month (also reputed to be an inauspicious day). In bOth cases the women
are taken by carriage. These siinilar details provide a clear indication that they
are sιπε滋筵′″ π JttJS・ One of them is fatally taken by a malevolent spiritレο隻″
πグわ″た″rosαπ],while the other is abducted by a tree spirit レο″πα πづため
“
π0
わπ″″π]making them pαπιttι εんα%ε″だ on this account as well.Emp10ying
the same technique{of the brush)with all these details the author indicates that
in the case of women who are too retiring there awaits an unpleasant fate.3
1n mentioning the`unpleasant fate'of these characters Hiromichi tries to capitalize on
the Edo period convention that interpretation strike a note of moral authority to
establish its legitimacy. However,his ultimate goal is not to moralize,but rather to
persuade readers that the structural aspects of the story reveal the precision with
which the text of the tale is composed. Throughout his introduction and commentary
on GO花′グhe pOints to the effective use of detail to establish that ambiguous passages in
the text should not to be dismissed as the result of oversight on the part of the author,
but rather as legitilnate elements of the story. He argues that certain ambiguities and
omissions in the text are just as important in their function as more obvious structural
elements like the parallel construction of the Yagao and ukifune stories. In fact,
Hiromichi argues that the ambiguity surrounding specific passages and events in the
tale are evidence of the author's literary skill at its lnost sophisticated. Following his
summary of the Uji chapters he writes
The author has made use of the technique of omitting details not because it
would be troublesome to have included them,but rather she consciously leaves
things out because they are things she felt should be omitted. The text of this
ποποgαια″ is particularly detailed and complete.In common language one might
say that it is the kind of style that allows one to scratch in all the places that
itch.4








4  Hagiwara Hiromichi,Gタリづπ磁●ga″万妙∝力αたZ“sOron"(1854)reprinted in Akiyama Ken,ed.
E"OSλ′SοづG“′j ποπOga″ガ (1999)2:347
151(2)
Hiromichi's pairing of YOgao and Ukifune relies upon notions familiar to most readers,
but his emphasis on the aesthetic value of the text's ambiguity transpOrts Gο ttt
conlmentary into new territory Previous scholars were priinarily cOncerned with such
issues as resolving variations among different recensions,advancing philological and
moral interpretation,and identifying historical inodels and poetic allusions Hiromichi
integrates the most advanced theories of his day on all these issues where they
facilitate comprehension of the text However,by drawing upon this familiarity with
the composition and interpretation of popular fiction he also brings a keen awareness
of literary style to his reading of Gaπ″.S This emphasis on the sophistication with
which θιπ″ waS Written ultimately leads hiln to consider aspects of the text long
overlooked or disnlissed by previous scholars. One sentence in the passage translated
above is particularly useful in this regard. Of Yagao and ukifune he notes:
One of them is fatally taken by a malevolent spirit,while the other is abducted




s on this account as well.
Hiromichi draws our attention to two events never directly described in the text. Both
events involve the workings of malevolent and violent forces that defy clear physical
description. There are other examples of spirit possession and the supernatural in
G夕π″, but the indistinct forces acting upon Yagao and ukifune make their cases of
spirit possession stand apart from other depictions of the supernatural in the tale―
where more clearly identifiable spirits are involvedo Precisely because YOgao and
Ukifune are subject to forces operating beyond what is visible or knowable to
characters in the tale, readers must put together disparate details from various
chapters to gain a clearer understanding of these events. Hiromichi goes on to identify
5  After his G“ ″づCOmmentary,Hiromichi is best know for his continuation of Takizawa Bakin's
Kα
`た
απ り たヽj わりた。λZごOπ (Biographies of Chivalrous Men: 1849)following Bakin's death in
1848  The chapters Hiromichi completed are nearly indistinguishable in style and structure
from those written by Bakin himself leading modern scholars to remark on Hiromichi's
extraordinary appreciation for subtleties of literary style.  See my 240s`力 珍″c Pas“飲sめぉ
(forthcoming)for a more detailed analysis on this point
6  Most notably,the examples of spirit possession which stand in contrast to those of YOgao
and Ukifune are those of theづ λクッ∂ involved in Aoi's death and the s力 jりO which tormented





the possession of YOgao as one of the five prominent examples of remarkable literary
technique employed by the author that often escape the notice of the unsophisticated
or unfamiliar reader. He argues that it is a sign of the author's skillful comlnand of the
brush that her depiction of Yagao's death by the possession of a spirit defies
comprehension until the RokuiO Haven is introduced later in the text.1
1f we examine the bulk of premodern Gο ″j commentary,few scholars pursue instances
of the supernatural at work in the tale. While the ambiguous identity of the malevo‐
lent spirit possessing Yngao receives little treatment, the even more puzzling events
surrounding Ukifune's possession are often overlooked, deliberately simplified, or
distorted. Tsusumi Yasuo notes in his survey of Gι π″conlmentary that Yagao's death
receives only a cursory and tentative treatment in most works before the Edo period.8
This may be due to the fact that depictions of the supernatural and spirit possession
were fairly cominon in literature of the tenth and eleventh centuries' With more than
enough thorny textual issues and poetic allusions to track down scholars probably
didn't feel compelled to comment on the significance of a scene familiar from other
fictional works of the periOd.
However,as we approach modern Gι ηグcommentary the analysis of these two scenes
does not dramatically increase ln part,this absence of comlnentary speaks volumes.
Scholars writing on Gι π″ for mOSt Of its thousand year history chOse to annotate
7  Hagiwara Hiromichi,Gのググπο″Oga″万Йッ∂s力αλz“sOron"(1854)as it appears in Akiyama Ken,
ed 磁
"OSλ
′SοづG″げ′″ο20ga″万 (1999)2: 347-48 The other five examples he cites are: 1)
The“Kumogakure"chapter is not missing,but omitted by design; 2)The“ Yume no Ukihashi"
chapter is not incomplete, but is perfect as it is 3) it is not a matter of oversight that
characters are not assigned fixed names throughout the text: 4)readers only know that Genji
is headed in the direction of Rokujo when introduced to the tragic story of YOgao The thread
of the RokujO Haven being ilnplicated in the death of YOgao is not revealed until several
chapters later; 5)readers are at first stunned by the opening of the``Makibashira"chapter in
which Tamakazura has been married to Higekuro and the gap that exists between this scene
and the end of the previous chapter  lt is only after they read further into the chapter that
they understand Higekuroヽ  obsession With Tamakazura well enough to understand how he
could have made this happen.








aspects of the text that allowed them to show how issues outside the text― ideological,
moral,poetic,or historical‐‐were relevant to what could be found in the text. The super―
natural does not attract much annotation in most commentaries because its greatest
significance is to the fictional world created by the text and the psychological disposi―
tion of the characters inhabiting that world. Depictions of the supernatural in a work
of fiction are of little relevance to anything outside that text However,IIiromichi is
ultiFnately concerned with literary technique and its ability to produce effective
fictional prose so he finds depictions of the supernatural in G勿 グWOrthy of his atten―
tion. In this regard, Tsutsumi Yasuo argues that Hiromichi's annotation of YOgao's
spirit possession stands out as an important landmark in the transition away from the
speculative and ideological concerns of medieval commentary towards the more
rational and analytical approach of inodern textual analysis_ Hiromichi's concern fOr
the broader scope of events in the text applied in conjunction with close textual
analysis lnakes this transition pOssible 10
Hiromichi died in 1863, before he was able to publish a detailed annotation of
individual chapters beyond“ Hana no En"so most analysis of his scholarship is limited
to the comprehensive interpretation of the entire tale found in his introductory
remarks to the GOπ ′t πOπ Ogaιαπ ttos力αλ% The fact that he does not include specific
annotation on the Uji chapters should not divert our attention from the importance of
his remarks on Ukifune's spirit possession.1l To place Hiromichi's interpretive stance
regarding the supernatural within a more meaningful context we can turn to two





お%sん∂,first published in 1673 and reprinted many times during
the Edo and Meiji periods, was the most widely circulated edition of G′ π″ in early
modern」 apan. The first fully revised edition of Oο ″グtO appear in the Meiji period was
publshed in 1890 by Hakubunkan as part of theノ Vjんοηうαttλ
“
zOが力O series edited by
scholars closely associated with the establishment of academic programs devoted to the




1l  l am not aware of a previous work addressing Hiromichrs remarks on the spirit possession of
Ukifune
(5)148
study of`the nation's literature,'た ολzιzηgαλz,as they liked to call it12 The annotation
associated with Ukifune's mysterious disappearance as it appears in these two editions
provides a useful framework for appreciating the significance of Hironlichi's treatment
of the supernatural in the tale.
The Disappearance of Ukifune
The“Ukifune"Chapter closes with Ukifune in tears,the gentlewoman Ukon by her side
pressing her to decide between two men lncapable of imagining herself living with
the decision to gO to either Kaoru or Niou,Ukifune's thoughts return to the pOssibility
of her own death and the resolution it will bring to so many troubles. Ukifune is
unable to eat,unable to decide,and so overwhelmed by the possible consequences of
her actions that she is no longer able to comlnunicate with those around her Earlier
references in the chapter to people drowning in the nearby Uji River, tragic love
triangles,and Ukifune's despondent demeanor suggest that her gentle、 vomen and her
mother fear something terrible lies ahead. Fanliliar with her inner thoughts that
everyone would be better off if she were dead and that she lnight as well throw herself
in the river, readers expect the worst. These suspicions are confirmed as the next
chapter,“ Kager6,"opens with the panicked cries of gentlewomen discovering Ukifune
is no longer with them. A literal translation of the opening lines reads:
There,attendants were wildly searching for the lnissing young woman,but they
did not find her. Since it was like the morning after scene from a tale in which a
maiden has been abducted[under the cover of darkness]I shall diSpense with
further details 13




′sλ∂)Refers to the place where Ukifune threw herself{intO the river to
12 Gaye Rowley notes that the editors of this seHes(Hagino Yoshiyuki,Ochiai Naobumi,and
Konakamura Yoshikata)came tO be seen as ``Japan's irst scholars of National Literature
(λοた
“
bzπr力6カZ)"yosaπ。スヵづ々ο αttZ Tあ′rα tt ρr G蒻′,60
13 NKBZ,6:191:SNKBT 5:264:Tyler 1047
147(6)
drown).
(2:Kαο力∂ノ″∂)At the end of the Ukifune chapter
contemplating suicide. Evidently a description of




o sλおοおα)From this opening line to
further details''is narration by the author.14
we saw the young wOman
her throwing herself into
(in the stOry}knows what
the words, “dispense with
At first the κοgο″s“ sλ∂style of commentary appears tedious and unnecessarily compli―
cated  Three distinct notes from different cominentaries spanning three different
centuries fill the available white space at the top of the page to annotate the opening
phrase of the chapter.
However,a close reading of the original text reveals how vital each piece of informa―
tion is to comprehending the peculiar nature of Ukifune's disappearance.
When confronted with the text alone,determining the context for the word`there'of
the opening sentence is probably the first task that comes to the reader's mind The
first annotation supplies the necessary contextualization by citing a conlmentary
compiled in 1528,the Sα ヴη′s力∂:Tた
“
O refers to Uji,where we last saw Ukifune at the
end of the previous chapter and more specifically,the place where her gentlewomen
suspect she must have thrown herself into the Uji River. Her attendants are desper―
ately searching for some sign of her whereabouts,but the only thing they can point to
is the last place 、vhere they suspect she was: Thο a夕! Sadly, their search is in vain,
literally`it comes to nothing'(た αづπαs力づ).
The second notation,taken from an even earlier commentary, the Kα ελ∂,α∂ (1472),
explains that readers need not expect to learn the specifics of Ukifune's disappearance
since characters in the story itself do not knOw what happened. The poignancy of the
opening phrase begins to reverberate more clearly with this conlment. Ukifune's
gentlewomen are not searching everywhere. The narrator's opening words suggest
14 This quotation taken from lnokuma Natsuki's supplementary comments to a revised version
of Kitamura Kigin's κq`″お
“
sЙだ 06ο力′んo`″おπs妨)published in 1890-91 and reprinted with
additional revisions in 1927 by KObunsha publishers,Osaka
(7)146
that they are drawn to a specific place because they have good reason to fear she inust
have thrown herself into the Hver. Readers are invited to imagine the frantic cries
suggested by the opening line of the chapter:“′磁 ,she must have jumped from ιん次Q."
Tragically,the only people Ukifune can rely on do not even know what has happened
to her because′ ん¢ノwere πO″ ′たο%a when she disappeared. The annotation reminds us of
the fact that Ukifune is gone and no one witnessed her disappearance That is αιZ we
know.
Finally,a comment attributed to Mikata JOan,the scholar whose lectures inspired the
compilation of the κOgaお
“
s力∂, explains that this information is provided from the
perspective of the author's narration of the story.5 The annotation here literally refers
to the words of the fictional narrator as'the author talking' Cs・ αた
“
sλα πο ttια″) Eno―
moto Masazumi has observed that Hiromichi's definition of the term authorial intrusion
Oδs力″づ)in his general introduction to the五 ら6s力αλ%and his consistent application of
the term to his line by line annotation of the first eight chapters of G′ π″ provide the
first case where we see the term being applied in a way consistent with a modern
understanding of the concept of authorial intrusion.16 sinCe Hiromichi's line― by―line
cominentary for the“ KagerO"chapter is not available to us we can only hypothesize
that his sophisticated understanding of authorial intrusion afforded hiln a somewhat
more nuanced appreciation of this scene than we find in annotation from the J50g¢ お%―
s力∂. The author intrudes here to acknowledge that a melodramatic scene such as this
is probably familiar to readers from previous tales they have heard She tells us she
knows better than to dwell on a desc五 ption because there is nothing new to be gained
though such repetition.17 1t is equally possible that in drawing attention to the clich6d
nature of this scene she is playing with her audience's expectations. In keeping with
Hiromichi's theory of textual ambiguity we might also ilnagine that the author's
desc五ption is deliberately vague here to produce an even greater effect when she later
15 Akiyama Ken,ed.G勿 づ″ο物2`μ
"″
′協燿 0う zλたz(1996:96)entry on κ。多 おが あり explains that
annotation att五 buted to the Farお ね∂ Sカル な″ within the XO解 おぉ 力∂ itself is de丘ved from
comments made du五 ng lectures on Gのグゴby Mitaka JOan_
16 Enomoto Masazumi,Genji monogatari no soshiji,151-55.
17 C f ``_Novelists were the first storytellers to pretend that their stones had never been told
before,that they were entirely new and unique,as is each of our Own lives.."David Lodge,
C“sc力ぉ″ss α′Z`滋 NOυοι(Harvard University Press,200239)
145(8)
reveals that the events behind Ukifune's disappearance are far from ordinary.
The above analysis of the opening lines of annotation may seem quite cumbersome
when described in translation,but it is worth pointing out that the rnethod for decipher―
ing a text in this way would have been more transparent to a well― educated reader of
the Edo period lt reflects the integration of textual exegesis,annotation,and interpre―
tive attribution developed in China for the meticulous analysis of classical texts and
modified over the course of centuries in both China and Japan to annotate documents
ranging from sacred texts and historical chronicles to vernacular fiction. Within this
tradition,exegesis was as highly valued as the original text18 A cominand of relevant
commentary was often seen as indistinguishable fronl the process of appreciating the
text itself.
While this style of comlnentary was highly revered in premodern Japan,it seems to
have struck some scholars in the Meiji period as being unnecessa五 ly lnired in tradition.
The AたんOπら2πgαたz zttsλο series prOmised to bring the classics of Japanese literature to
a popular audience in a way never before possible. The editors included the following
oblique condemnation of the traditional annotated textual format in their“introductory
notes''to the first volume of the series:
Books of old literature are scarce,difficult to obtain,and even the rare volume
that comes to light is full of errors and not easy to understand The reason we
publish this series now is to make these books more easily obtainable, more
easily readable, and to demonstrate the excellence of the national literature,
which stands head and shoulders above Chinese and Western literature in a class
by itself.19
The appearance of the A″ ′たOπう
“
πgαた%zι″sλO edition of Gοπ″ did Signal an important
change. Individual volumes in the series were affordably priced and widely available
meaning that Gaη″ COuld now be read in the original, in its entirety, by a popular
18 See David Rolston's loω わRωご肋 C゙λれ●彰漸OυOι (Princeton University Press,1990)
19 “Hanrei''in Hagino et al,ArJ力 Oπ b“ηgαた2′外 λO, 1:l as translated by Gaye Rowley in yosα ηo
五λttο α燿 滋′物ι¢o/Gο″ ,61
(9)144
audience for the first tiine.2. During the Edo period parody and summary of the
original story were widely available though such works as Tanehiko's Fα 力′」レワrasα た,
απα R“s″σ Ga電′グ(1828-42) Parodies Of Gο π″ Were the province of the masses in the
Edo period, but the original text largely remained the property Of an elite group of
readers despite the success of Kitamura Kigin's comprehensive collation of text and
commentary in the KarιS2S力∂. The Arjλοπぅzηgα %々zttλο edition of Gα ″づiS elegant
and accessible thanks in large part to its silnplicity. Silnilar to Kigin's」
`ο
gO′s%sλ∂and
Hironlichi'sムら6S力αλ%,the body of the original text is reproduced along with space at
the top of each page for commentary To facilitate ease of use,the text is clearly punctu―
ated,brOken down into paragraphs,and helpful readings fOr characters are provided by
rubi alongside the text. Unlike previous editions of G′ η″,potentially extraneous informa‐
tion has been stripped from the textual comlnentary. Annotation is so pared down,in
fact,that as yOu progress beyond the introductory chapters in Gο 宅′グinuCh Of the space
for headnotes is left blank,providing a visually pleasing white space along the top
ofthe page. As a result, the headnotes, written in silnple, direct language, are
conveniently placed directly above the relevant passage in the original where even the
uninitiated reader can easily locate them. In the κον′szs力∂ andちら6s力αたZ textual
cominentary for one page often runs into the headnOte space for the following page
until the cominentary and text fall so far out of synchronization that full pages
devoted to conlmentary alone often break up the flow of the main text
The SttO″ み
“
η多たπ ztts力οG“ググiS,true to its editors'promise,much more streamlined,
rationally formatted,and simple to read 「Γhe reader is distracted only by what appears
to be the most essential commentary. One byproduct of this streamlined presentation
is the tendency to silnplify complexities of the original to avoid the type of involved
annotation associated with traditional cominentary. Nowhere is this tendency more
striking than in annotation refer五 ng to Ukifune's disappearance. The“ Kager6"chapter
annotation so radically siinplifies details pertinent to the structure of the opening lines
that rumors of Ukifune's disappearance,that she lnust have thrown herself into the Uji
River and drowned,undernline the undeiniably ambiguous tone in the description of
her disappearance. Notes running along the top Of the text frequently refer to
Ukifune's drowning in the Uji River as if it were fact,not rumor.For example,the
20 Gaye Rowley,yosα ωスλttο α燿 ′滋 雷α厖o/G銘げづ,61
143(10)
same opening line of“ KagerO" annotated by the Kο gοおasん∂ is accompanied by the
following gloss in theハ ウカOπう%響λ%zのs力ο Gιπ″:
“attendants were wildly searching
Ukifune threw herself{intO the壺ver
wildly searching for her.21
for the missing young woman'': Because
to drown}at this place her attendants are
After working our way through theる 。ga`s“sん∂theハ「′力Oπ夕2狸λ%zοがたο gloss seems
refreshing in its concision. However,nearly all traces of nuanced reading offered by
the κar′ S%S力∂ are lost. The sense that there is much we do not,and cannot,know
based on this passage is destroyed by providing readers with an overly succinct and
apparently omniscient `interpretation.' The authorial intrusion, indicating that the
author is holding back in her description,is not even brought to the reader's attention.
The cumulative effect of this sirnplified style of commentary begins to emerge even
more clearly as the Uji chapters unfold. In the fo1lowing chapter,“ Tenarai,"the Prelate
of Yokawa is led to a strange form in the woods which we are soon to learn is the body
of Ukifune. As the Prelate and his entourage approach, someone asks, “Are you a
demon?A god?Are you a fox spi五 t or a tree spirit?''to which theノ V′λοπらαηrλ Z Z′霞λο
provides the gloss that these are the words of the Prelate hilnself_22 A disciple of the
Prelate wants to learn more about this strange figure, but the imminent arrival of
heavy rain forces them to take her to shelter. The A″ ′力Oπ bzπgαλz z′ぉんο provides a
helpful note here renlinding readers that:
“It looked like it was going to rain heavily¨ .''This refers to the downpour the
night after Ukifune threw herself into the river to drown (Uλクフ″ο ηοノ%S%づ)




21  Hagino et al,A「 j力 Oπ ♭″″gαた″z外力0,12:“ KagerO'' 1
22 Hagino et al,A″ たo″ うzttμたz zα鰺力0,12:“ Tenarai''5(NKBZ 6:272;Tyler 1079)
23 Hagino et al,Mh“ うz隻口λz zws力 0,12:“ Tenarai"5(NKBZ 6:272;Tyler 1079)Note that the
NKBZS uses nearly identical phrasing to annotate this pasage,with the notable exception that
“Ukifune's disappearance"(Uλ [u″ ″。 Sλ2ssO)replaces“ Ukifune's having thrown herself into
the nver to drown"(し たゲレ″ 2o′鋏μ″)
(11)142
The gloss above silnplifies things by referring to`Ukifune's having thrown herself into
the river to drown.' This then becomes the convention throughout the rest of the
chapter. A few pages later we reach the passage where Ukifune begins to regain
consciousness and recount the events surrounding her disappearance.As her speech
gains strength she describes her confusion as she went outside to where she could hear
the sound of the river.She then describes an encounter with a“ rnost beautiful man"
who seemed to have taken her in his arms. She relates that he then left her in an
unfamiliar place and vanished Upon realizing that she did not accomplish what she
intended to do (drown herself)she begins to cry. The headnotes for this passage
provide the following comlnentary.(The first note on the page comes without any
specific reference to a line of the text):
The description of Ukifune's intending to drown herself in the Hver does not
extend beyond the scene at the end of the“ Ukifune"chapter so it is particularly
interesting to see a detailed description of what she was thinking (Uた ■‐″ πο
οπο%たοたο
“
ο)at this point in the story.24
This note is followed by annotation for the line “a most beautiful man approached
me.… '':
It seems the spi五 t appearing before her was that of Niou
The last note on the page provides a specific annotation for the line:“ I did not accom―
plish what lintended to do_'≒
This refers to her having thrown herself in the river to drOwn.25
The annotation and interpretation in theハ 【j力οπう
“
ηgαたπ zι容力ο edition focuses exclu―
sively on Ukifune's mental state. The editors invite us to marvel at the remarkable
24 C i Motoo五 No五 naga's comment which appears in the κqg゛なな筋 at this point(KGS, 3:
942) It is almOst the same as the note appearing in the NBZ,but Norinaga's language has been
modified to more clearly emphasize that what is interesting about the text here is its
descHption of Ukifune's state of rnind.








descriptiOn of Ukifune's mental disposition when she threw herself into the river. The
fact that this passage combines Ukifune's description of her mental state with an
explanation for how she arrived at this new location is omitted altogether.26 As wejust
observed, the editors glossed over the fact that little was know about Ukifune's
disappearance at the beginning of the “Kageiう '' chapter. As if to cover up fOr this
oversimplification,readers are now told that the text offers fascinating insights into
her mental state when she threw herself into the亘 ver There is no effort made to
explain that this passage provides an account of Ukifune's spirit possession and an
explanation for how her body was mysteriously transported from the Uii River and
into the woods.
The AπJたοπ bz寧たη′πsλο annotation invites readers to conclude that Ukifune threw
herself into the Uii River and the heavy rains carried her body downstream to where
the Prelate and his entourage discovered her unconscious form. This cOnflation Of
rumor and textual ambiguity makes the story seenl much less confusing and, ulti
mately,far inore rational than the text suggests.In fact,it has become something of a
convention in Gο π″scholarship tO refer to“ Ukifune's throwing herself into the river tO
drown"(したゎ πι πο′αS“′)when writing about the Uji chapters.27 HoweVer,scholarly
editions of Gaπ ″publiShed after World War II,such as NKBZ and SNKT,are careful to
refer to Ukifune's“disappearance"or“ abduction"(sλ おs∂ ).
Civilization,Enlightenment and the Spirit Possession of Ukifune
Hiromichi's interpretation is consonant with lnodern scholarship on Gο π″,but curiously
his work seems to have been overlooked by scholars compiling the Ⅳτλοπら2πgαた
“
zοが力ο edition of the text in the Meiji period I Offer the following theory as to why
Meiji period scholars omitted Hiromichi's work,specificaHy in terms of the annotation
related to Ukifune's disappearance,but also in terms of Gο π″cOmlnentary in general
ln developing his interpretive theory On Gι 宅′
`HirOmichi drew from his expe五
ence as a
writer of vernacular fiction and translator of popular Chinese fiction into Japanese. His
26  The contrast is readily apparent when seen against the notes in the る。多ιsぉ力δ which
alternate between reminding readers that certain detans are related to Ukifune's`disappearance'
and her mental state when she went to throw herselfinto the Uji river.
27 Royall and Susan Tyler,“ The Possession of Ukifune"in Asた血α じζω惚滋 ″  5(2000;177)
This article inspired me tO reformulate the basic premise for my argument in this paper.
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introductory remarks in the 五砂6s滋た
“
 Clearly reveal his indebtedness to Chinese
interpretive theories of literature. In the eyes of Edo period readers in the market for a
readable version of Gοπ″these qualities may have been seen as an advantage. How―
ever,Meiji period scholars promoting the importance of G′π″ had COmmitted them―
selves to establishing the uniqueness of」 apan'S literary he五 tage. Chinese interpretive
theory and the supernatural,which Hiromichi emphasized in his reading of Gο π″,were
not aspects of the text they wished to elaborate upon under such circumstances. It is
in the spirit of asserting national pride and a greater appreciation for Japan'S literary
heritage that the A″ J力οπうzηgαλz z′πs力ο series was launched. Because G′ ηz was written
in classical Japanese,scholars of national literature invested heavily in the notion that
the text could somehow convey the worldview of Japanese civilization before it had
become tainted by Chinese influence Hiromichi's application of Chinese interpretive
theories to this work of pure」 apanese spirit had little to offer scholars with such an
agenda in mind
Paradoxically,those hoping to assert a sense of pride in the」 apanese nationstate and
national literature(た οた%み%πgαたα)began flirting with notions of Western Civilization
and enlightenment(b%π ″惚
`λ
αグ′″)at this time. Politicians encouraged the citizens of
Japan tO abandon the culture associated with the Edo period and to embrace what
were perceived to be the overwhelmingly superior aspects of Western civilization. In
the early years of the Meiji period things associated with premodern Japan were
deemed feudalistic, unenlightened, and unappealing This zeal to disassociate them―
selves with an inferior past often led to a radical and irrational rejection of things
evocative of the material culture and intellectual life in Japan before Meiji. The shot―
gun marriage ofた 0たzgαん% toう %ππOづたαづλα which resulted fronl this flitation provides
us、vith additional insight into the failure of Hiromichi's scholarship to reach a wider
audience. His emphasis on supernatural aspects of Gι π″was highly evocative of Edo
period popular literature. Such qualities would have been viewed as particularly
primitive and irrational in comparison to Western standards of empiricism and
rationalism.It was much more appealing to simplify G′ ″づcommentary and eliminate
references to the supernatural than to incorporate Hiromichi's interpretive insights into
a new,pOpular edition of the text. In particular,the reliance on the supernatural as a
plot device was closely associated with the lnost pOpular w五 ter of the late― Edo period,
Takizawa Bakin. Bakin's most successful work, 助 λ物 滋π, provides a compelling
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example of the central role played by the supernatural in popular fiction of the period.
Writers and literary critics of the Meiji peHod were eager to distance themselves from
what they perceived as the irrational and Chinese oriented literary style perfected by
Bakin and applied to G′ π″by HirOmichi.28
Conclusion
The explanation above relies upOn the implied reiectiOn Of Hiromichi's interpretive
insights due to the absence of his theories in the A″ ′力οπうz″8αλ%z′πs力ο Gο宅′づ However,
by way of a conclusion l would like to provide an additional anecdote to illustrate this
point in more concrete terms. In 1890, the same year that theハ鬱力οπう
“
πgαた%z盗 んο
Ga″づ Came out, the critic and scholar Yoda Gakkai (1830-1909) entered into a
fascinating debate with the first translator of G′宅′″into English, Suematsu Kench6,
concerning the merits of Hiromichi's Gο ″″ποπoga滋だゎOSλαλα.
Gakkai chose to promote Hironlichi'sHッ Os力αたz at a meeting Of the literary society in
Tokyo because of the compelling interpretive insights he believed it could provide
readers of Gク π″and students of literature in general ln a rebuttal to Gakkai's remarks,
KenchO condemned the Lり 6SλαλZ. He found Hiromichi's emphasis on the aesthetic
value of ambiguity to be completely lnisplaced.In particular he argued that Hiromichi's
interpretive strategy robbed Gσ π″ Of itS sense of lnystery and beauty.After retuming
home from the debate with Kench6, Gakkai recorded the following remarks in his
diary:
Following my talk on the G′ 名りz πO″Ogaただ り Os力αた%KenchO remarked:“ θι名りt is
well written,but whether such complicated principles are present or not is beside
the point.Rathet what is important is that it is written in an engaging manner.
For later generations to interpret the text in this way produces precisely the
opposite effect, destroying its sense of mystery.''… .KenchO and l were nOt in
agreement. Concerning the ambiguous passages in Oο π″,he argued that the text
did not strictly conform to any compositional principles. He related that when
he translated Gοπ″into English and showed it to foreigners they often found this
28  TsubOuchi Shoyo's treatise, “The Essence of the Nover'(shosetsu shinzui: 1885-86)is
probably the best know and most influential examples
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aspect of the text to be vexing. “Each chapter in Gο 2,グ has its own particular
aura of lnystery,but it is not a continuous narrative from beginning to end. It is
not necessary to delve into such things as chronological discrepancies EWithin
the text]." He said one should take pleasure in the delicate nuances to be found
in each volume and the work as a whole without theorizing about this and that.
There were some pOints l wanted to lnake in respOnse,but in the end l turned to
KenchO and said that because l had not spent enough time reading the work in
its entirety l would leave rny comments at that.29
Unfortunately,Gakkai's defeated attitude at the end of this debate seems to have been
shared by other influential scholars fanliliar with the interpretive insights offered by
Hiromichi. After World War II the child produced by the shotgun marriage ofた οた%―
gαた%toう%ππ′づ′あグたα grew up and left home,leaving its troubled parents to go their
separate ways ltis only after this separation was complete that we again see scholars wil
ling to take Hiromichi's work on Oι π″seriOusly again.
―Amherst College一
29 Cakkai nichiroku kenky,kai,Gα たたαづ″たカクつたz,(1992; 8:114)
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